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Among the ceramic stamps from excavations of various Greek sites on the
Pontic littoral, the most numerous are those from Herakleia, Sinope and
Chersonesos – the three Black Sea centres in which extensive and systemat-
ic stamping of ceramic containers and roof tiles was practised during the late
Classical and Hellenistic periods.

At present we have at our disposal fairly well founded chronological
sequences for stamps of Sinope1 and Chersonesos,2 which enable us to carry
out an effective analysis of their distribution both as regards location and
date. But the possibilities for conducting similar studies on imprints from
Herakleia are rather limited since the method of chronological classification
available at present is flawed by significant imperfections. The objective of
the development of the exhaustive scheme of Herakleian stamping is fairly
urgent also due to the fact that for the majority of Black Sea sites it is the
Herakleian stamps which are the main – and not infrequently the only – evi-
dence of date. Therefore, during S.Ju. Monachov’s work on the monograph
dedicated to the analysis of assemblages of ceramic containers from the
northern Black Sea region,3 it was deemed necessary for a group of archae-
ologists from the Department of Greek and Roman Archaeology of the
Saratov University to thoroughly analyse the chronological schemes for
Herakleian stamping, which existed at the beginning of the 1990s.

The amphorae with englyphic stamps, usually found on the necks, were
ascribed to Herakleia Pontike by B.N. Grakov as early as 1920s.4 The attri-
bution proposed by him, although based only on certain indirect arguments,
was consistent with the evidence of the literary tradition and lapidary
inscriptions and was therefore accepted by practically all researchers dealing
with the history and archaeology of the Black Sea littoral. More surprising
were the theses of P. Balabanov who attempted to prove that the place of
production of the amphorae with englyphic stamps was Apollonia Pontike.5
The main argument in favour of this rather eccentric hypothesis was an
analysis of a large collection of stamps amounting to over 1300 specimens,
which was found during the excavation of a Thracian sanctuary situated 30
km from Apollonia, near the village of Debelt. About 95% of this collection
was composed of englyphic stamps. Balabanov believed that this high con-



centration of stamps suggested direct contacts between the inhabitants of
Debelt and the centre where the amphorae were produced. The Greek city of
Apollonia, being the closest to the sanctuary, was an obvious candidate.

Thus Balabanov paid tribute to a fairly widespread conception that in the
wine-producing centres the majority of the manufactured ceramic contain-
ers were used on the site. Were that the case, a high concentration of stamps
of a certain type at one site or another may indeed indicate local production.
However, we have no grounds to substantiate this argument. Thus, most of
the Thasian stamps of the early style, for example, have not been found on
the island itself but elsewhere.6 The density of their distribution on Thasos is
in fact several times lower than that which has been recorded in the centres
to which Thasian wine was exported.7

Let us present another recent example. During the excavation at the set-
tlement of Novopokrovka 1, situated 20 km from Feodosia (ancient
Theodosia), an unusually high concentration of stamps for a rural settlement
was recorded.8 As at Debelt, over 90% of these stamps were englyphic.
Following Balabanov’s logic, one would suppose that amphorae with these
stamps were produced in Theodosia. However, a more plausible explana-
tion for the concentration of englyphic stamps near Theodosia, and in addi-
tion one further argument in favour of their Herakleian provenance, is sup-
plied by written sources telling us about a special relationship between these
two poleis.

Apparently realising the implausibility of his own hypothesis, P.
Balabanov produced additional arguments to confirm it. The weightiest of
these is the assertion that there are “exact parallels as regards both the names
and the manufacturing technique between the stamps on amphorae and roof
tiles of the local production … the stamps on the tiles from Apollonia are
englyphic”.9 In fact, these parallels are not surprising, since here we are most
probably dealing with imported Herakleian tiles and not with ones pro-
duced locally.

Balabanov’s statement that “the chronology and dynamics of the manu-
facture of amphorae with englyphic stamps agrees well with the information
about the general economic development of Apollonia” is also without
validity. In this context we may recall an article written by Balabanov some
twenty years ago10 when he still shared the “orthodox” conception of a
Herakleian provenance for the englyphic stamps. He also believed at that
time that the chronology of the amphora stamps corresponded well with
known historical events not of Apollonia, but of Herakleia. Thus this
attempt to revise Grakov’s attribution of the englyphic stamps cannot be
considered successful. Furthermore, there are no grounds to regard
Apollonia as the centre of production of ceramic containers. It is indicative
that during the fairly comprehensive excavations at Apollonia itself and in
the territories adjoining it, no traces of any extensive ceramic manufacture
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have been recorded. Meanwhile, judging by the number of fabricants’ names
recorded on the englyphic stamps of the magistrates, there must have been,
in some years, at least 20-30 workshops functioning simultaneously.

It is true that none of the Herakleian ergasteria, neither of the late Classical
nor of the early Hellenistic period, have yet been discovered. However, the
city has been very poorly investigated archaeologically, and the remains of a
workshop manufacturing light-clay amphorae of the Roman period were
found not long ago in the vicinity of the city.11 This raises hopes of future dis-
coveries of earlier ceramic workshops.

Besides the attribution of these stamps, B.N. Grakov was also responsi-
ble for developing their first chronological classification. However, this has
subsequently been refined first by Grakov himself12 and later by two gener-
ations of experts in ceramic epigraphy.13 Notwithstanding the advances
achieved by the efforts of many researchers, no complete and exhaustive
sequence of Herakleian stamping had been created by the beginning of the
1990s.14 The scholar who came closest to the solution of the problem was I.B.
Brasinskij who in his two last papers presented the most elaborate classifi-
cation of Herakleian stamps.

Following tradition, the chronological classification was preceded by a
typological analysis of the imprints. All the stamps were divided into seven
typological groups:15

Group 1: stamps containing a single name, either that of the magistrate or the 
workshop-owner.

Group 2 (early): stamps with two names, of which one is presented in highly 
abbreviated form.

Group 2 (late): stamps with two names written in full.

Group 3 (early): stamps with a single name preceded by the preposition EPI.

Group 3 (late): stamps with two names of which one is preceded by an 
eponymous preposition (EPI).

Group 4: stamps with a single name (probably that of the fabricant) differing 
from the 1st group by a number of palaeographic, grammatical and 
orthographic peculiarities.

Group 5 (early): imprints containing the abbreviation of a single name.

Group 5 (late): stamps with NI or a similar abbreviation.

Group 6: figured stamps.

Group 7: anepigraphic imprints.
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This typological classification, though at present the most advanced one,
suffers from a number of drawbacks. Firstly, any clear definition of typolog-
ical signs is absent. The majority of the typological groups listed above are
distinguished according to the substance of their legend, but for Group 6 (fig-
ured stamps) the typological sign is the form of the imprint; meanwhile, var-
ious figured stamps have been employed practically throughout the entire
period of stamping, and by the composition of their legend they differ in no
way from the imprints which Brasinskij himself assigned to other typologi-
cal groups. The figured stamps thus represent no special type being rather
variants of other types. Also we must consider the stamps of groups 1 and 4
as two variants of one and the same type containing only the names of the
fabricants.

Having considered the correlation between the types of Herakleian
amphorae, their capacity and the types of their stamps, Brasinskij divided
the Herakleian stamps into three major chronological periods:

Period A: the first and the beginning of the second quarter of the 4th 
century BC comprising the stamps of typological groups 1, 2 early, 
5 early, and 6.

Period B: the second and the beginning of the last quarter of the 4th century 
BC comprising the stamps of groups 2 late, 3 late, and possibly some 
of the stamps of group 7 (the other imprints of group 7 probably 
belonging to period A).

Period C: the end of the 4th to the first quarter of the 3rd century BC 
comprising the stamps of groups 4 late and 5 late.

Unfortunately, this chronological classification cannot be said to be optimal.
Having quite justifiably rejected the previous concept of a rigid sequence in
the change of different types of stamps, Brasinskij did not succeed in achiev-
ing a detailed chronology either. The first period (period A) proved to be fair-
ly varied in its composition, and it would be quite reasonable to subdivide
it into a series of successive stages. Undoubtedly, the stamps of the long sec-
ond period (period B) must also be subdivided into separate chronological
stages. Moreover, no lists of names of fabricants and magistrates related to
each of the periods were presented.16 Such was the point of departure from
which the Saratov research team commenced its work on developing a new
chronological classification.

A successful solution to the problems pertaining to classification depends
directly on the volume of the initial material and on those principles, which
are incorporated into the basis of its systematisation and analysis. Therefore,
first of all we built and maintained a database of stamps. In the course of
these studies we have adjusted the information included in Volume III of
IOSPE and this has enabled us to correct readings of many damaged stamps
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reconstructed by the compilers. In addition, most of the Herakleian stamps
found after Volume III had been compiled were studied, and in the course of
these studies the following particulars have been observed: between 10 and
15% of the stamps from each collection were represented by unknown dies.
In the legends of these, a considerable number of previously unrecorded
combinations of names and new names of fabricants and magistrates were
encountered. This laborious work resulted in the compilation of the first ver-
sion of a catalogue of Herakleian stamps containing information on more
than 1200 dies. This information made possible a much more extensive
application of the data in a synchronous analysis of the stamps. Moreover,
practically all of the presently known ceramic assemblages containing series
of Herakleian stamps have been considered.

About two hundred different stamps have been identified and grouped
according to the content of the legends into three typological groups:

Group 1: stamps containing a single name

Group 2: stamps with two or three names

Group 3: anepigraphic stamps

Analysis of the stamps of group 1 enabled a subdivision into five variants:

Variant A: monograms

Variant B: isolated letters

Variant C: names abbreviated to two or three letters

Variant D: names written in full or in a slightly abbreviated form

Variant E: stamps containing a single name preceded by the preposition EPI

Although the stamps of this group were in use throughout the entire period
of stamping, the stratigraphical, morphological, synchronistic and palaeo-
graphic analyses showed that most of them belong either to the initial or to
the final phases of stamping. Apart from some dies of variant D and all of
the dies of variant E, which undoubtedly contain the names of early
eponyms, all the other stamps of typological Group 1 are the stamps of the
fabricants.

Analysis of the stamps of Group 2 enabled a subdivision into three vari-
ants:

Variant A: stamps composed of two names in complete or abbreviated form

Variant B: stamps containing two names one of which is preceded by an
eponymous preposition (EPI)

Variant C: stamps containing three names frequently in an abbreviated or,
less frequently, complete form.17
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A preliminary study of the correlation of stamps of particular types with
securely dated ceramic material from complexes confirmed, as already
observed, that contemporary stamps prove to be typologically heteroge-
neous. Thus, some stamps of Group 1 belonging to the same type, and not
infrequently even to the same variant, were encountered among the ceram-
ic complexes from both the beginning of the 4th century BC and the begin-
ning of the third century. Asynchronous are also a few anepigraphic stamps
of the typological Group 3. The assumption about the long period of coexis-
tence of different variants of stamps of the typological Group 2 was also con-
firmed. At the same time it proved possible to establish a certain logic in the
development of the legends of Herakleian stamps, that in turn enabled us to
identify three successive periods of stamping of varying length (Fig. 1).

The majority of the stamps of the first period are represented by one-,
two- or three-line stamps of typological Group 1 containing single names
executed by means of rectangular, less frequently of figured (leaf-like) dies.
Representations rarely accompany the names. Very few of the stamps of this
period contain names in highly abbreviated form. I.B. Brasinskij and B.A.
Vasilenko suggested that these contain the names of both fabricants and
magistrates. However, a collation of these names and the presence of a num-
ber of complexes comprising only stamps of typological Group 118 testify
that during that early period stamping had a non-public character but was
conducted exclusively by the fabricants. The list of workshop-owners of the
Early Fabricants’ Group (EFG) contains at present about 50 names.
Moreover, the workshops of 19 of these “fabricants” were active only with-
in the EFG, while the others were active also under the magistrates of MG I
(cf. appendix).

Magistrates

The longest period is the second – the Magistrates’ Period. At present, the list
of Herakleian officials who controlled the manufacture of amphorae already
includes 90 names. For 40 of the eponyms, parallel employment of dies of
differing variants of typological Group 2 has been recorded. The practice of
using an eponymous preposition with the name of a magistrate was finally
established during the last three decades of this period. Therefore, the
grouping of the magistrates within this lengthy period was carried out by
means of the synchronistic method taking into account the set of the combi-
nations of the names of magistrates and manufacturers. In order to verify the
results obtained, an analysis of numerous complexes containing magisterial
stamps was carried out.

As a result, all of the Herakleian magistrates known up till now have
been preliminarily subdivided into five successive chronological groups.

In the first Magistrates’ Group (MG I) 13 officials were included (cf. the
appendix). The stamps of the earliest of them (Aristokles and Orthesilas)
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usually contain the names in the complete or slightly abbreviated form. An
eponymous preposition before the name is fairly uncommon. In the stamps
of the subsequent officials of this group, these were practically absent. At
this stage, two-line stamps containing two names each, of which one was
written in a highly abbreviated form were widely employed. Vasilenko was
of the opinion that the latter names belonged to the fabricants,19 but this
assumption has not been confirmed: the names abbreviated to two, occa-
sionally three letters, are characteristic of most of the eponyms included in
MG I.

The majority of the presently known dies of this group bear a combina-
tion of the names of a magistrate and a fabricant. However at the initial stage
of the eponymous stamping, the traditions of the preceding Fabricants’ Group
still continued. The practice became fairly widespread of accompanying a
magisterial stamp (variants D and E of typological Group 1) with a separate
fabricant’s stamp not infrequently of the same die as the isolated imprints of
the EFG. The shape of the stamps varies: while rectangular stamps predom-
inate, there are nevertheless a few figured ones (round and cross-shaped).
Emblems were used during this period mostly in some fabricant’s stamps,
which accompany the stamps of magistrates.

The magistrates of this group are subdivided into two subgroups.
Subgroup A comprises in addition to Aristokles and Orthesilas, three other
magistrates, the names of which are highly abbreviated: ¢Ia(...), Lu(...), Pa(...).
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Fig. 1. A new typology and chronology of Herakleian stamping.

Period Group Chronological
limits (BC)
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0
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A characteristic feature of this subgroup is a relatively large number of dies
recorded for each magistrate (from 10 to 23).

Subgroup B now includes eight magistrates, the names of which are high-
ly abbreviated and during whose office only a few (not more than five)
workshops were active. It may seem that during this period, a considerable
recession in the production of ceramic containers occurred in Herakleia.
However, it was apparently not that serious. Since the practice of magisteri-
al stamping had still not been completely established, the possibility cannot
be ruled out that the annual control over the ceramic production was exer-
cised not by one official, as was later the case, but rather by a board of mag-
istrates. Indirectly, this is suggested by a stamp found in Kytaia,20 in the
three-line legend of which the magistrate’s name Fi(...) is followed by one
more name  çHr(...) known in other stamps also as the name of an eponym.
This assumption would explain the numerous cases where the narrowly
dated burial complexes contain both the amphorae stamped by early magis-
trates [ ¢Ia(...), Lu(...), Pa(...)] and jars marked by the eponyms of Subgroup B
of MG II [Molossóv, Ai ¬jér(...), ∫Arístwn, ∫Alkétav, Stúfwn].21 During the time
span between the activities of these two series of magistrates, at least 15
other officials must have been working, but the total length of this period
seems to be considerably less than a decade and a half.

A characteristic trait of the stamps of the officials who controlled the
ceramic production in Herakleia throughout the subsequent half a century
(MG II-MG IV) is the use of the same magistrates’ names both with and
without an eponymous preposition.

In the Magistrates’ Group II (MG II) 19 officials are enumerated. While in
the legends of the earliest of these, the newly reappeared eponymous prepo-
sition is rather uncommon, by the end of this group it is already present on
half of the stamps. Practically all of the magistrates from this group have
stamps on which their names like those of the officials of Subgroup B of MG
I are written in a strongly abbreviated form. However, the slightly abbrevi-
ated names are predominant, and gradually the complete form of the names
becomes prevalent. Half of the magistrates are represented both by rectan-
gular and figured stamps (round, triangular, or rhomboid). Stamp devices
are relatively uncommon.

As a working hypothesis, we may divide the magistrates of this group
into two subgroups of unequal number. Subgroup A is constituted by the first
six magistrates during whose office the recession in the ceramic manufacture
observed in the precedent decade was being gradually overcome: while at
the beginning of the period, there were one or two workshops active, down
to the end of the subgroup the number of such workshops increased to six
or seven. An eponymous preposition appears only on solitary stamps.

The following stage, which is linked to the 13 magistrates of Subgroup B,
constitutes the period of the highest amphora production in Herakleia. Each
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series of a particular magistrate is represented by 15 to 50 dies. This facili-
tates the application of synchronous analysis to determine the sequence of
the magistrates. An exception is the eponym Laísav known from one die
only. However, the finds of the amphorae stamped with his name in burial
contexts containing jars marked by eponyms of the end of MG II22 compels
us to include also this magistrate in the group under consideration. In the
majority of the stamps of Subgroup B, the name of the official is introduced
with a preposition EPI. Emblems are found in single examples.

Attributed to the Magistrates’ Group III (MG III) were 17 eponyms (cf.
appendix). In two thirds of the dies of this group the name of the official is
preceded by EPI. The use of figured stamps becomes more widespread. For
some officials they amount to 20-40%, and in the case of Karakydes even to
100%. In the majority of the series, emblems are fairly uncommon, although
on the stamps of five official emblems, (apparently eponymous) devices
occur repeatedly (a grape for Karakydes, Skythas and Philinos; a crescent for
Dionysios II; a club for Andronikos). The volume of the production
decreased slightly under these magistrates, but it still remained fairly high,
although there was considerable fluctuation throughout the entire period.
The number of known dies for individual magistrates varies from four to 40.

Preliminarily, seven officials have been grouped in Subgroup A. The first
six of these were placed fairly reliably within this subgroup on the basis of
the accompanying fabricants’ names and their amphorae having been found
together in the same narrowly dated burial complexes. The last magistrate
Krupt(...) is known only from one die where he appears together with the
fabricant Euarchos, whose activities came to the end under the magistrates
of the beginning of Group III.

The sequence of the magistrates of Subgroup B has also been reliably iden-
tified because the majority of them are represented by a considerable num-
ber of dies. Exceptions are two eponyms:  ¢Ecemov and Kéraunov. The first is
known on three dies and the second on only one. However, due to the fact
that the first of them is linked through one of the dies with the fabricant
Eukleion and the second with Sosibios, whose workshops were active only
during MG III, these two magistrates can also be included quite reliably into
the group under consideration.

In addition, a new element appeared in the practice of Herakleian stamp-
ing at this stage, which continues on the stamps of the subsequent group MG
IV: in almost half of the eponyms we encounter solitary stamps containing
only the name of the magistrate. Judging by two known intact amphorae,
these magistrates’ stamps, in contrast to similar imprints of eponyms of MG
I, were not always accompanied by separate fabricants’ stamps.23

Magistrates’ Group IV (MG IV) includes 21 officials (see appendix). Here,
a much more limited use of the preposition EPI is characteristic: it is present
only on 17% of the dies. It is indicative that this percentage is considerably
higher on stamps of the later magistrates from this group. The employment
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of figured stamps also became a rather uncommon phenomenon, while
more than half of the stamps had an emblem.

The sequence of the four earliest magistrates from this group (Subgroup
A) can be reliably identified. During the office of these magistrates, as well
as under the six eponyms of the next subgroup (Subgroup B), from 10 to 20
workshops were active. Exceptional is Apollonios I on whose stamps the
names of only four fabricants have as yet been recorded. These four, though,
include Euphraios whose workshop was active only under the magistrates
of the end of Group III and the beginning of Group IV.

Another 11 officials are included in Subgroup C. They are known only
from single imprints in which their names are recorded in combination with
the names of fabricants typical for group MG IV. Probably, only some of
them belonged to the final stage of MG IV, while the others may have been
synchronous with the eponyms of Subgroup B. Of special interest are the two
latest magistrates Arkesas and Nikokles, who are known as yet only from
tile stamps.

Finally, 22 eponyms are attributed to the last Magistrates’ Group V (MG V)
(see appendix). In practically all the stamps of these magistrates, the names
are preceded by the preposition EPI. All of the stamps are rectangular and
devoid of any emblems. The majority of the officials from this group are
known from a limited number of stamps executed with one or two dies. The
sequence of the nine magistrates from Subgroup A is relatively reliable. Since
the remaining 13 eponyms are known only from single stamps, their names
are only listed alphabetically among Subgroup B.

The Late Fabricants’ Group (LFG)

After magisterial stamping had ceased, ceramic containers still continued to
be marked for some time (Period III) with stamps containing a single name
sometimes in slightly abbreviated form (typological variant 1D). In some
instances they are highly abbreviated to one or two letters only (typological
variants 1A and 1B). Also from the same period are some of the anepigraph-
ic stamps of the typological Group 3. At present, no one questions that in all
these cases we are dealing with the stamps of the workshop-owners. These
ergasteriarchoi constitute therefore the Late Fabricants’ Group (LFG). This
group was first distinguished and isolated by I.B. Brasinskij, who noted
peculiar letter patterns characteristic of the later stages of the script devel-
opment (lunar sigma and some elements of cursive writing). The stamps are
mostly of the rectangular shape although a few figured examples have also
been recorded. Brasinskij pointed out that the presence of a frame sur-
rounding the inscription is characteristic of this group.24 However, the con-
clusion is far from indisputable, since some framed stamps undoubtedly
dating to an earlier period are known. Also of note are some other traits
peculiar to the last stage of Herakleian stamping: the increased number of
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relief imprints uncommon during the previous periods as well as the habit
of stamping the amphora handles. At present, it is possible to identify about
30 names of fabricants of LFG (see appendix).

Along with the development of a comprehensive relative chronology of
Herakleian stamps, we have attempted to determine the absolute dates of
the chronological periods and subgroups more precisely. The primary
method employed in establishing an absolute chronology was an analysis of
complexes where Herakleian amphorae have been found together with
stamped jars from other centres, particularly those of Sinope and Thasos,
with more developed chronologies.

All scholars now agree that the stamping of ceramic containers in
Herakleia started at the turn of the 5th to the 4th century BC. As proof of this
date, numerous finds of stamps of the earliest Herakleian magistrates
together with the earliest emblem-free stamps of Thasos can be cited.25

Perhaps the most informative complex of this kind is the Olbian storage-
cellar of 1947. Here, a fairly representative assemblage consisting of 49
stamped Herakleian and eight Thasian amphorae has been recorded.26 Most
of the Herakleian amphorae bear manufacturers’ stamps of the EFG.
However, almost twenty of the latest jars prepared by the first magistrates of
the MG I Aristokles and Orthesilas. The Thasian jars are marked with the
earliest emblem-free stamps of chronological Group 1 datable to the begin-
ning of the 390s BC. Thus we have good reasons to ascribe the earliest mag-
isterial stamps of Herakleia to the very beginning of the 4th century BC.

The above dating can be verified by an analysis of the amphora material
from the dromos of the stone vault at Kurgan no. 8 of the “Five Brothers” bar-
row-group in the necropolis of Elizavetovskoe. Here, nine stamped
amphorae of Herakleia bearing the names of four different magistrates along
with five morphologically uniform Sinopean jars were unearthed, of which
one has a stamp of the astynomos Chabrias.

The dating of this complex is disputed. I.B. Brasinskij who was the first
to publish it, supposed that the Sinopean amphorae were the latest material
here and that the mention of the astynomos Chabrias who was magistrate
around 325 BC should date the erection of the kurgan.27 A different date for
the complex was proposed by B.A. Vasilenko, who applied his own chronol-
ogy for the Herakleian stamps to the ones found here and assigned the
deposit to the beginning of the second quarter of the 4th century.28 Brasinskij
did not agree with this proposal, although he admitted that his original dat-
ing was too narrow and that it could be expanded to cover the entire third
quarter of the century.29

Curiously, both of the proposed dates proved to be justifiable, as shown
by the recent re-examination of the assemblage by S.Ju. Monachov. In fact,
the Herakleian amphorae from Kurgan no. 8 represent a rather long time
span, and they can reasonably be divided into two chronological blocks: five
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vessels of type II were produced under the magistrates Andronikos and
Lysitheos of MG III, while four jars of the late variety of type III bearing the
stamps of the magistrates Archippos and Peisistratos belong to the begin-
ning of MG V.30 The time span between these two blocks amounts to about
30 years.

The question arises therefore, which of these two blocks the Sinopean
astynomos Chabrias should be linked to? Referring to N.F. Fedoseev’s article,
then in print, Monachov dated the activities of Chabrias to 345-340 BC and
supposed that his amphora should be contemporary with the jars of
Lysitheos. However, when the article he was referring to was published, it
proved to date Chabrias to the end of 350s.31 Moreover, from the moment of
the appearance of Fedoseev’s chronology of Sinopean stamping,32 his
absolute chronology was criticised, and the suggestion was made to lower
his dates by 15-20 years.33 Thus in the most recent chronological system
developed by N. Conovici, Chabrias is assigned to the very beginning of the
chronological Group II and dated to the end of the 330s.34

The acceptance of this date would settle the issue. The Sinopean
amphorae from Kurgan no. 8 are contemporary not with the earlier but with
the later group of Herakleian amphorae bearing the stamps of Archippos
and Peisistratos. They consequently have to be dated to the end of the 330s
as well. Taking into account that about 70 officials of MG I-MG IV preceded
these two magistrates of MG V, the date of the beginning of magisterial
stamping in Herakleia must be the turn of the 5th to the 4th century BC.

However, as stated above, the first magisterial stamps in Herakleia are
preceded by a period of stamping with fabricants’ names. Defining its length
would set up the initial date of the stamping of ceramic containers. The
answer to this question was obtained by studying the most representative
collections of early Herakleian stamps from the excavations in Chersonesos
and Kerkinitis.

Under consideration were all of the stamps of the EFG and the stamps of
the five first magistrates of MG I (Subgroup A) found there. In Chersonesos
337 stamps of the EFG and 121 stamps of the first stage of the magisterial
stamping were registered (the ratio being 2.8:1). A similar picture is provid-
ed by the stamps from Kerkinitis: 228 and 90 stamps respectively (the ratio
being 2.5:1). As it seems unlikely that the density of the distribution of
stamps throughout the first period (EFG) differed significantly from that of
the first five magistrates of Subgroup A of MG I, it is quite reasonable to sup-
pose that the stamps of the EFG must have been in use respectively 2.5-3
times longer, i.e. during a period of at least 12-15 years. We then arrive at
415-410 BC, which in my opinion, is the most likely date for the beginning of
stamping amphorae in Herakleia.

Incidentally, such a date is quite consistent with the economical and
political history of Herakleia during the last quarter of the 5th century BC.
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The polis had by then become one of the largest producers of marketable
wine. Naturally, the Herakleians could hardly overlook the markets of the
various cities in the northern Black Sea area, and it is in the last quarter of
the 5th century BC that great opportunities for the commercial penetration
of that region were opened due to the reduction of the trade and political
activities of the Athenians during the course of the Peloponnesian War.35

One can hardly consider as accidental the closeness in time of such impor-
tant events in the life of Herakleia as the successful repulse of the siege by
the Athenian fleet, the establishment of the colony of Tauric Chersonesos in
422/421,36 and the mass exportation of Herakleian wine to the northern
Black Sea region. The appearance of the practice of amphora stamping in
Herakleia during precisely this period thus seems quite natural.

The turn of the 5th to the 4th century became the starting point for the
establishing of the absolute chronological limits of particular magisterial
groups (Fig. 1), which were estimated according to the number of the
eponyms represented in each of the groups. Since by now we know of 91
magistrates who controlled the ceramic production in Herakleia, the termi-
nal date for magisterial stamping must be assigned to the end of the 4th cen-
tury BC. Some time ago, P. Balabanov attempted to link the abolition of the
institution of eponyms and the shift to the fabricants’ stamps of the LFG
with the general weakening of the central power in the course of the inter-
nal struggle unleashed after the death of the tyrant Dionysios in 305 BC.37 It
still remains unclear whether there was such a link, but there is no doubt
that the two phenomena were fairly close in time.

On the other hand, the hypothesis of Balabanov about the cessation of
the amphora stamping immediately after Herakleia was seized by the troops
of Lysimachos in 285 BC can hardly be accepted. Some archaeologically com-
plete amphorae with the stamps of the LFG which are far from being the lat-
est were found lying on the floor of the buildings in the Area U7 at the set-
tlement of Panskoe I which perished in the 270s BC.38 The very latest stamps
of the group are well represented among the materials from the settlement
of Elizavetovskoe, which was deserted in the late 260s. Thus, the cessation
of stamping ceramic containers in Herakleia should be dated between 275
and 265 BC.

What has been presented here is only the first version of the chronologi-
cal classification of the stamps of Herakleia. Most of the names of the fabri-
cants of EFG and LFG have been identified, and 91 eponyms have been
divided into five magisterial groups. At the same time, we have not yet been
able to verify a number of single amphora stamps containing magisterial
names mentioned in some publications and reports. These have not been
included in our list. Undoubtedly, most of these names result from incorrect
reading of damaged stamps. The possibility cannot, however, be ruled out,
that some of them will supplement our list of the magistrates, thus permit-
ting the completion of the stamping scheme of Herakleia Pontike.
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Early Fabricants Group (EFG): the late 5th to early 4th century BC

Fabricants engaged
within the EFG only

1.    ∫Agájwn I
2.     A∫iákhv
3.    ∫Arístarcov
4.     Ghruv
5.    ∫Ergasíwn
6.   ™Ermagórav
7.   ™Ermantov
8.     E∫uŵpiv
9.     E∫ufránwr
10.   Kẃkhmov
11.   Mékwn
12.   Míkkov
13.   Nikasíwn
14. ™Ramfíav
15.   Sámuov
16.   Súrov
17.   Timásandrov
18.   Fẃkritov
19.   Carésiov

20. ∫Argeiov
21. ∫Arístippov
22. ∫Arístwn
23. ∫Arcélav
24. ∫Arcéstratov
25.   Damátriov
26.   Daov
27.   Dioklhv
28.   Dionúsiov
29.   Eºuarcov
30.   E∫ukleíwn
31.   Eu¬pámwn
32.   E∫urúdamov
33. ™Hraíwn
34. ™Hrakleídav
35.   Jeogénhv
36.   Jeóxenov
37.   Kallíav
38.   Kromníthv

39.   Lákwn
40.   Móscov
41.   Nóssov
42. ºOnasov
43.   Puronídav
44.   Saturíwn
45.   Silanóv
46.   Swth́r
47.   Timólukov
48.   Cíwn
49. ∫Wfelíwn

Fabricants active within 
the EFG and the MG I

Appendix

Eponyms of MG I: 390s BC

Subgroup A

1. ∫Orjesílav
2. ∫Aristoklhv
3. ºIa(...)
4.     Pa(...)
5.     Lu(...)

6.     Je(...)
7.     Kóav
8.     Nik(...)
9. ™Hr(...)
10. Eu¬k(...)

11.   Leu(...)
12.   Tu(...)
13.   Fi(...)

Subgroup B

Eponyms of MG II: the end of the 390s to the middle of the 370s BC

Subgroup A

1.     Bótacov
2.     ∫Ajanódwr(...)
3.     Ménippov
4.     Swsíov
5.     Krwmni(...)
6.     Eu¬pitíwn

7.     Dionúsiov I
8.     Molossóv
9.     A∫ijér(...)
10. ∫Arístwn
11. ∫Alkétav
12.   Stúfwn
13.   Deinómacov

14.   E ∫ugeitíwn
15.   Wrov
16.   Kerk inov
17.   Kurov
18.   Pausaníav
19.   Laísav

Subgroup B
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Eponyms of MG III: the end of the 370s to the middle of the 350s BC

Subgroup A

1.     Lúkwn
2.     Dionúsiov II
3.   ™Agnódamov
4.     Karakúdhv
5.     Skújav
6.     Matriv
7.     Krupt(...)

8.     Kallíav
9.    ∫Andrónikov
10.   Lusíjeov
11.   E∫ufróniov
12.   Filinov
13.   Mnasímacov
14.   Sáturov

15. ºEcemov
16.   Eºuxenov
17.   Kéraunov

Subgroup B

Eponyms of MG IV: the middle of 
the 350s to the beginning of the 330s BC

Subgroup A

1.   ∫Amfítav
2.     Bákcov
3.   ™Hrakleídav
4.  ∫Agasíllov

Subgroup B

5.    ∫Apollẃniov
6.     Menoítiov
7.     Damátriov
8.     Spíntarov
9.     E∫urufwn
10.   Filóxenov

Subgroup C

11. ∫Agájwn
12. ºElurov
13.   Jeẃnikov
14.   Maronídhv
15.   Melánoppov
16.   Silanóv
17.   Simov
18.   ?Stróv ( ¢Istrov?)
19.   Fuleúv
20. ∫Arkésav
21.   Nikoklhv

Eponyms of MG V: the 330s to the 310s BC

Subgroup A

1.    ºAntagov
2.   ∫Amfíkratov
3.     Leófantov
4.    ºArcippov
5.     Peisístratov
6.   ∫Apollẃniov
7.     Króniov
8.   ∫Ifikráthv
9.     Matródwrov

10.   Gérov
11.   Dhmh́triov
12.   Dhmokráthv
13.   Jémist(...)
14.   Jeókurov
15.   Jeópropov
16.   Jeúdorov
17.   Klis(...)
18.   Lhẃdav

19.   Leúkippov
20.   Píndarov
21.   Pujoklh(...)
22.   Fẃ kritov

Subgroup B
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Late Fabricants Group (LFG): the end of the 4th
to the first quarter of the 3rd century BC

1. ∫Aristokráthv
2.    ºAyogov
3.     Bákciov
4.     Batíwn
5.     Glaukov
6.     Górgiov
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